Regulatory compliance is a necessary, but often complicated and expensive component of modern business. Keeping up with compliance may seem like a daunting task when you’re strapped for security resources. That’s where LogRhythm can help.

LogRhythm enables you to address cybersecurity regulations by providing preconfigured compliance automation modules that address many common regulations and frameworks. Our in-house LogRhythm Labs compliance experts have real-world experience across various industry regulations and compliance standards and a deep understanding of new and current compliance requirements. They use that expertise to develop and maintain compliance automation modules that provide you with prebuilt content specifically mapped to the individual controls of each regulation.

You’ll realize instant results upon integrating and implementing LogRhythm’s compliance automation modules. LogRhythm Labs does the heavy lifting – performing months of research to develop content that ensures you comply with your industry’s regulations. The LogRhythm NextGen SIEM Platform provides holistic visibility and improves detection and response capabilities. Paired with LogRhythm’s compliance automation modules, your team can comply with necessary mandates more efficiently and effectively than previous manual processes. No matter your company’s security maturity level, LogRhythm’s compliance automation modules offer immediate benefits.

LogRhythm Compliance Automation Module Components

• **Lists:** Log source lists, user lists, and location lists
• **AI Engine Rules and Alerts:** Identify and alert on actionable events
• **Investigations:** Dive deep into data for review and analysis
• **Reports:** Summary and detail reports

LogRhythm’s compliance automation modules are available at no charge to current LogRhythm customers through the Knowledge Base (KB) update.

The Cost of Noncompliance

A compliance violation can prove extremely damaging to an organization. For example, a HIPAA violation can see fines ranging from $100 to $50,000 per violation, with a maximum penalty of $1.5 million per year for violations of the same provision. Noncompliance with the GDPR can result in even more formidable consequences, including fines of up to €20m or four percent of an organization’s global annual revenue – whichever is greater.

Compliance violations can also lead to jail time, negative press, and loss of consumer trust. Due to the extremely damaging consequences of noncompliance, it is essential for your organization to comply with mandated cybersecurity regulations.
LogRhythm’s Consolidated Compliance Framework

Most compliance frameworks share a common foundation of cybersecurity controls, including privileged access management, monitoring of specific data, and incident response practices, as they’re all loosely based on frameworks and standards developed by ISO and NIST.

LogRhythm’s Consolidated Compliance Framework (CCF) is an integrated component of the LogRhythm NextGen SIEM Platform that aims to reduce the time and resources you spend satisfying compliance regulations, minimizing your overall risk.

The CCF maps standard rules, investigations, and reports to common controls. These controls map well across most compliance frameworks and can thus be shared, reducing effort spent on setup and correlating identical alarms across frameworks.

For compliance mandates that have specific requirements not covered in the CCF, we provide supplemental compliance modules designed to meet those specific regulations.

An All-in-One Solution to Augment Compliance

LogRhythm’s NextGen SIEM Platform offers strong security event analytics and correlation to identify potential incidents in any environment. We provide a foundation for verifying technical policy enforcement and the completeness and accuracy necessary for collected enterprise data. LogRhythm is unique in its ability to provide monitoring and correlation analytics ideal for building advanced SOCs and compliance programs.

LogRhythm offers a comprehensive, integrated solution to help you meet and exceed mandates. In fact, there is no other solution available that offers the built-in capabilities to:

1. Collect and parse data from across your environment
2. Analyze captured data and correlate events via prebuilt AI Engine rules and alerts mapped to regulation controls
3. Easily customize rules and alerts to fit your organization’s unique IT environment and policies
4. Enable analysts to respond to a breach or other incident and maintain appropriate incident records via case management and automated playbooks
5. Generate reports to easily document evidence of compliance

With LogRhythm, you’ll be better able to protect your organization’s data to ultimately avoid fines, negative press, and loss of customer confidence.

Additional Reading:
- Webpage: LogRhythm Compliance Solutions
- Documentation: User and Deployment Guides on LogRhythm Community